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ON THE CHOW GROUP OF
CERTAIN TYPES OF FANO THREEFOLDS

S. Bloch and J.P. Murre

Let X be either a quartic threefold in 4-dimensional projective
space P4, or the intersection of a quadric and a cubic hypersurface in
P5, or the intersection of three quadrics in P6. In this paper we study
the Chow group A 2(X) of such a variety X. The group A2(X) is the
group of those rational equivalence classes of cycles of codimension
two which are algebraically equivalent to zero. We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic different from two or three.
Our paper is, to a considerable degree, inspired by a paper of Tjurin
[24]. In that paper Tjurin studies the intermediate Jacobian of Fano
threefolds of index one and defined over the field of complex numbers C. A Fano threefold X is a smooth projective variety of
dimension 3 with ample anticanonical class - Kx; it is of index one if
-Kx r D in Pic(X), with D a divisorclass containing a positive
divisor, implies r = 1.* Tjurin defines a generalized Prym variety, a
principally polarized abelian variety associated with a couple (J, u)
consisting of a Jacobian variety J of a curve and an endomorphism
of J satisfying a certain quadratic equation (see §7); in case a is an
involution one gets the usual Prym variety studied by Mumford [14].
In the case of a Fano threefold X the generalized Prym is obtained
from the 1-dimensional family of lines on X and the incidence
relation between them. Tjurin asserts that the intermediate Jacobian
of a Fano threefold is isomorphic to its generalized Prym, but his
argument is seriously flawed and yields only an isogeny (see footnote
6). Broadly speaking, we want to apply Tjurin’s ideas to A2(X) as well
as to the intermediate Jacobians, and to plug the gap in his arguments.
The three types of threefolds mentioned in the beginning are the
most natural examples of Fano threefolds of index one. Our results
about them are similar to the results in [16] and [17], namely we show
that the Chow group A 2(X) is isomorphic to the group of points of the
=

*

See also the recent paper

[25].
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generalized Prym of Tjurin and that the polarization of the Prym is
closely related to the cupproduct on Het(X, QI). In fact, more precisely, we show that the Chow group A 2(X) has a regular, universal
isomorphism into that Prym (see 8.18 for the definitions and 8.24 for
the main result).
Our method is as follows. Firstly we show that A2(X) is isomorphic
to the group of points of some abelian variety. We call this fact
weak-representability; this notion has been introduced in [4] and there
it has also been shown that this property is true for the quartics. For
the two other types mentioned, weak-representability follows easily
from the unirationality, cf [16]. Furthermore let A2(X)(l) be the
inductive limit of the groups of torsion elements of A2(X) of order In
(1 prime number =; Char(k)), then there is an isomorphism between
A2(X)(l) and H]i(X, Q/ZI(2». In fact there is a natural map (the cycle
map for torsion cycles) between these two groups for any smooth
projective variety X; this is shown by the first author in [5]. The
existence of this map depends on the proof by Deligne of the Weil
conjectures, but in our case it could be constructed by ad hoc
methods similar as the ones used in [17]. Our method consists now in
combining weak-representability with this isomorphism for torsion
cycles. In this way we reduce questions for the Chow group to
questions of étale cohomology. Next, using local constantness of
étale cohomology we reduce the question to the generic Fano defined
over C and thus use Tjurin’s result. For a typical example see 8.11.
In principle our method should work also for the other Fano
threefolds of index one provided some preliminary questions have
been settled (unirationality, family of lines, etc.). On the other hand
we have restricted (so far) our attention to "sufhciently general"
Fano’s (of the type considered), for instance we need smoothness of
the family of lines. (Note that there exists interesting examples of
Fano threefolds where this family is not smooth, see [23]).
For the case of the intersection of three quadrics in P6 the A 2(X)
has also been studied by Beauville [3], however from a somewhat
différent point of view.
A short description of the different sections: § 1 and 2 contain
preliminary results, mostly well-known, but for which there is usually
not a clear-cut reference. In § 1 we study the family of lines on X. We
have followed a useful paper of Barth and Van de Ven [2]; we like to
thank them for use of their - as yet - unpublished manuscript. §2 deals
with unirationality questions for two of the types under consideration,
well-known classically and due to Enriques, see [8] and [3], and a
result developed by one of the authors for the quartics [4]. §3 deals
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systematically with the notion of weak-representability (called
representability in [4]), §4 with the cycle map for torsion cycles and
§5 with the relation with the (classical) intermediate Jacobian (in case
k C). In §6 and 7 we reproduce the part of Tjurin’s results relevant
for our purpose; in §7 it was necessary to fill a gap in Tjurin’s paper
(see footnote 6). Finally: §8 contains the main results, namely the
results on the Chow group and the polarization as mentioned above.
=

Notations:
X4 3 denotes a 3-dimensional variety of degree 4 in P4.
X" 3 == Q C denotes a 3-dimensional variety in P5 which is an
intersection of a quadric hypersurface Q and a cubic hypersurface C.
X g Q Q’ Q" denotes a 3-dimensional variety in P6 which is an
intersection of three quadric hypersurfaces.
Qn : a quadric hypersurface in Pn+i.
Cn : a cubic hypersurface in Pn+l.
In a notation like V’, n denotes the dimension and d the degree of
V.
Gr(n, m) is the Grassmann variety of Pm’s in Pn (m n).
=

§ 1. Lines
Let V be

a

special Fano varieties

variety in projective
F(V)= Il; 1

(1)
the

on some

variety of lines

on

a

line

space Pn. Consider

on

V} C Gr(n, 1),

V.

ii) F( V) is connected.
iii) Let U be the variety parametrizing the varieties V of the above
type (for each of the three cases respectively). Then there exists an
open, non-empty set Uoc U such that for V E Uo the F(V) is a
smooth

curve.

REMARK 1.2: For V = XÉ this was proved by Barth and Van de V en
[2]. In fact Barth and Van de Ven proved the following more general
result (with k C): let V Xd_be a hypersurface of degree d in Pn.
Then:
i) F(V) 7é 0 if d + 3 2n.
ii) F( V) is connected if d + S 2n or if n 4, d 4.
iii) There exists (with similar notations as above) a non-empty,
=

=

=

=
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open set

Uo C U such that for V E Uo

we

have

F( V) smooth and of

dimension 2n - d - 3.
we don’t need this result for arbitrary hypersurfaces we
here
only a proof for proposition 1.1; this proof is a straightpresent
forward generalization of the proof of Barth and Van de Ven for the
case n
4, d 4. We need the following auxiliary result (see [2] for
the case m 4):

Since

=

=

=

LEMMA 1.3: Let A = (aij)
Consider the matrix

be a

matrix with (m - 1)-columns and

m-rows.

3 rows of zeros, etc., as indicated). Then the matrices A
for which rank (Â) 2m - 3 form a cone in the space km(m-l) of
codimension at least 2.

(i.e. add

m -

PROOF: Put W

defined by
have

with

with

=

km and consider the map

In

particular, consider
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CLAIM 1:i pW* is locally a fibering;
differential 8cp) has maximal rank (= m).

i.e. the map q; (or better, its

PROOF: cp(A) 0 (0) means that the rank of A equals (m - 1). After
change of coordinates we can assume

a

The assertion follows now by an easy computation.
Next consider in k2m-3 the vector space V spanned by the columnvectors of the matrix A ; let VI be the subspace spanned by the
columns of the matrix

and

similarly V2

Clearly

subspace spanned by the columns of

the

V = VI + V2.

Finally put

on

obtained via the standard basis e; (i
Then we have

and

k2m-3 the usual scalar form (., -)
1, ..., 2m - 3) and (ei, ej) Sij.
=

=

similarly

CLAIM 2: In W*

PROOF: V

=

we

have

VI+ V2, and in W*

we

have dim VI= m - 1, dim V2

=
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lin. dependent::&#x3E;

PROOF: Consider in

A m-I(w) ==: W the

set

Clearly codimw(S) ? 2. Now consider E cp-I(S) C Wm-I; then since
cp is a fibering in W* by claim 1, we have also
=

which proves the lemma by claim 2.
1.4: Turning to the proof of prop. 1.1, we still need several preparations. Let V C Pn be a complete intersection defined by the
equations:

Let U be the space

projective space
correspondence

parametrizing the varieties V; note that U is a
product of projective spaces. Consider the

or a

a

with

Let

(Vo, 1) E Z. Now Io C Vo gives La (da + 1) linear independent conditions on the coefficients of the equations (3) for Vo; i.e. q-1(lo) has
codimension 1(d,,, + 1) and is locally isomorphic to a linear space. Hence
we

have
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Note that

we

have the

(trivial)

necessary condition:

Note also that, since GL(n) operates transitively on G and since
q-I(lo) is non-singular, we have that Z is non-singular.
For ( Vo, lo) E Z consider the map of tangent spaces

We have lo C Pn. Assume now that Vo is smooth
have an exact sequence of normal bundles:

and hence

an

along 10. Then

we

exact sequence:

LEMMA 1.5 : The following conditions are equivalent
1. F( Vo) smooth in 10,
2. The map (8p) of (6) surjective in (Vo, 10),
3. ’TT surjective in (8),

:

12 is the well-known criterium of multiplicity 1.
3Ç&#x3E;4Ç&#x3E;5Ç&#x3E;6: immediate from the exact sequence (8). It remains to be
seen that 2V3.
After a change of coordinates we can assume that 10 is spanned by
the points (1, 0,..., 0) and (0, 1, 0,..., 0). For 1 E Gr(n, 1) in a neighborhood of lo we can assume that it is spanned by the points
(1, 0, x2, ..., xn) and (0, 1, y2, ..., Yn) and we may consider (x, y) =
(x2, ..., Yn) as (local) coordinates on G Gr(n, 1); let (X, Y) be the
corresponding coordinates in the tangentspace TIo(G). Furthermore
we use the coefficients a
(..., aa,ioil... in,... ) of equations (3) as
coordinates on the parameterspace U of V; let A (..., Aa,io... in, ...)
be the corresponding coordinates in the tangentspace T vo( U). Note
PROOF:

=

=

=
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that lo C Vo

Next

we

Tb(G).

the coordinates of Vo:

implies for

compute the equations of

For

and 1 C V

a

point

on

1

we

we

as

subspace of T vo( U) x

have

gives - after substituting in (3) - the equations for

Differentiating of (9) gives

where

T(Vo,lo)(Z)

the

Z:

equations of T Vo,lo(Z):

have abbreviated

Clearly if (A, X, Y) E T Vo,lo(Z), then (8p)(A, X, Y) A.
the following interpretation for (10): consider the map
=

Now

we

have

where 7r is from (8) and p is the restriction map (restriction of normal
bundle to 10). Also N vo/Pnllo = La (J1o( da). From this point of view the
L.H.S. of (10) is a section in F(lo, NVo/Pnllo); the first part is p(A) and
the second part is 7r(X, Y). Moreover, then the equations (10) read:
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(2) &#x3E; (3): 8p being surjective we can choose A arbitrary and solve
(10); since p is surjective this means 7r is surjective.
(3)&#x3E; (2): Take A, i.e. p(A), arbitrary; since 7r is surjective we can
solve (10’), i.e. 8p is surjective.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.5.
1.6: The notations
the following set:

are as

in (4). Let ( Vo, Io) E Z. Consider in

q-1(lo)

LEMMA 1.6: Suppose we are in the case V X§, resp. xt resp. Xb.
Then Elo is closed. Moreover Elo is empty or has codimension at least 2
in q -’(10).
=

PROOF:

By lemma 1.5 8p is surjective iff

since Nvolp./lo (fy(JIo(da), we have dim r(lo, Nvo/Pnllo) =
La (d« + 1). Hence 8p is surjective iff the rank of the matrix of the
equations for ker(7r) is maximal; moreover according to the above
these equations are given by (10’), or rather by (10), after putting
A«;ioil. .0...0 = 0. Hence the equations are
because

=

1,..., r. Hence the matrix of (11) is of the type
in lemma 1.3, i.e. of type
for

a

=

as

discussed
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with (I ] = i d« ) - rows for A and (n - 1 ) - columns and I [ (d + 1 ) rows for A. I.e., we have for m in lemma 3

This is satisfied for
.

1.7: Notation
the set

again

as

Lemma 1.6 follows

now

from lemma 1.3.

in (4), let ( Vo, lo) E Z and consider

LEMMA 1.7: For
closed and of codimension at least 2 in

in q-’(10)

q-’(10).

PROOF: Closed and 0 q-I(lo) easy. The assertion about the codimension is laborious and is left to the reader.

is closed and

of codimension

at least 2 in

Eb

from 1.8 is closed in
1.1:
is
almost everywhere
Hence
q-’(1o).
8p
the notations of (4)) p(Z) U.

1.9: PROOF

OF

i)

oF PROP.

different from
hence

(with

q-’(1o).

1. 10: PROOF

q-’(1o)

and

surjective,

=

OF

iii)

OF PROP.

1.1: Put

ZUi.

then Ul is open. Consider now the diagram (4) with
The set
because it is locally
where 8p is not surjective is closed in
defined by the rank of the matrix of (11). The projection of this set on

Z jUI
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Ul is closed because p is proper; let Uo C Ul be its complement. Then
Uo is open and it suffices to see that Uo is non-empty. For that it
suffices to see that F( V) is smooth for V generic over k.

Suppose now that 1 E F(V) singular in 1. We have tr.degk( V) =
dim U, but on the other hand if k’ is the field obtained by adjoining
the Plücker-coordinates of 1 to k then tr.degk’( V) :5 dim q-l(l) - 2
(dim U - (d,,, + 1)}- 2, because V E E, and codim(El, q-I(l» 2,
by 1.6. Hence dim U tr.degk( V) :5 tr.degkk+ tr.degk’(V) :5 2(n - 1) +
dim U - 3l ( da + 1) - 2. Hence
=

=

and this is a contradiction for
Hence F( V) is smooth.
(Note: for the proof of iii) we have not used 1.7).
1.11: PROOF oF ii) OF PROP. 1.1. (again we follow [2]): By the
connectedness principle it suffices to work in characteristic 0. Consider the Stein factorisation of (4):

normal, g finite, h-I(w) connected for w E W. Hence we have to
W. In our case (i.e., V = xt etc.) we have U is a
prove U
projective space or a product of projective spaces. Hence irl(U) 0.
W

=

=

Hence U = W or g is ramified over a divisor D C U. In the latter case
there exists a divisor D’ C W such that g is ramified in the points of
D’. Put D" h-1(D’), then p is not smooth in the points of D", (EGA
IV 17.7.77). Take ( Vo, lo) E D" and consider D"’=D"nq-I(lo), then
D"’ is a divisor in q-1(lo). This contradicts corollary 1.8 because now
This completes the proof of 1. 1.
D"’ C
=

É,4.

1.12:

Finally

we

need also the

LEMMA 1.12: Consider V=X4
the complex numbers C. Then :

following result

,

resp.

xt

resp.

on

xt

fourfolds:
and

i) F(V) 0 0,
ii) For V generic F( V) is smooth and of dimension

3.

defined over
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PROOF:

i) Follows from the easy fact that there is a line through every
point v e V (cf. [24], Lecture 4).
ii) Look to the diagram (4) in the present case. Again Z is nonsingular (see 1.4). Since we are now in char. 0, the assertion follows
immediately from Sard’s lemma ([15], p. 42) and a count of dimensions.

§2. Unirationality and related questions
PROPOSITION 2.1: Let X6 3 =
smooth. Then X is unirational.
PROOF: This

proof" requires

was
a

Q4 ’ C4 C PS be

smooth and with

Q4

proved by Enriques [8]; however a "rigorous
Enriques idea; see also

lot of details. We follow

[21].
LEMMA 2.2: Let Q4 C
there exists two families
1L vI vEI’" such that:

PS be a smooth quadric and P E Q4. Then
of 2-dimensional linear spaces (L[)uer, and

Similarly for (Li).
that Q4 Gr(3, 1). Points P, T etc. on Q
with
lines
etc.
in P3. Take u E p C P3, then Lû (q ; q
p, t,
correspond
line in P3 going through ul. Similarly take a 2-plane v through p, then
Lv lq; q C v C P31. Then for F’ we can take p, for r" the pencil of
planes through p. The properties a), b) and c) are now immediate.
PROOF: We

can assume

=

=

=

LEMMA 2.3: Let P E X as above. Then there exists two
{Eü}uEr- and IEvl,.r, of plane curves of degree 3 such that

d) for

u

sufficiently general (over k(P»

we

families

have that E’ u is smooth

in P.

Similarly for (El).
PROOF: X smooth : :} Xz5
have L[ £ C4, hence Eû

we

=

a

2-plane ([3], 1.4.6). Hence for each u
a plane curve of degree 3 (Vu,

L, u fl C4 is
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VP E X). Hence we have a), b) and c) by 2.2. To prove d) let us
denote by Tp(-) the tangent space in P and consider first Tp(Q4) n
Q4: this is a cone over a smooth quadric Q2 C P3 ; take H general (over
k(P)) then we have Tp(Q4) rl Q4 n H Qr, with Q2 C P3 smooth.
Now IL.1, resp. {Lv}, resp. IL"1, can be obtained as follows: take the
two families ll,’,l and 11" VI of lines on Qt, then Lû is the join of P and l’ u
and similar for L". Now consider also TP(C4), then Tp(C4) Z Ql, for,
since X is smooth we have Tp (C4) n Tp(Q4) rl H Tp(X) n H is itself
of dimension 2, hence Z Q2 . Since Tp(C4) 25 Q2 we have Tp(C4) à5 1 û
for u sufficiently general. Hence for such u we have Tp(C4) 25 L’, i.e.
Lû intersects C4 transversally in P, which proves d).
=

=

2.4. Construction of the rational curve V,(P)
Given P E X, take the system (Eu) (= IE’l or IE"1; we take one of
the two systems and drop the index now). Take u generic over k(P)
and consider Eu. Take the tangent to Eu in P; this tangent intersects
Eu in a "third" point Ru. Take the locus VI(P) of Ru over k(P).
Clearly VI(P) C X and VI(P) ==: Pi over k(P), because for the function
field we have k (P )( V 1(P )) k(P)(Ru) C k(P)(u), with M E r - Pi over
k(P) by 2.3b.
=

LEMMA 2.5: P E

VI(P).

specialization argument it will
generic and for P generic on X.
Consider as before the quadric surface

PROOF:
this for X

By

a

be sufficient to prove

where H is a hyperplane, generic with respect to
the cubic C4 of X’3 Q4 - C4 and consider

k(P). Next consider

=

where T, T * and T** denote respectively the tangent space, the
tangent cone and the cone of lines on C4 through P. Now we claim
that

This is true since

we are

in

a

"generic situation": otherwise it would
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be false for any Xo and any Po E Xo, but fixing Po E Q4 we can easily
take C4 sufficiently general through Po such that (12) is true.
Take S E T$(C4) fl Qf and a line luo on Qf through S. Then (cf.
proof of 2.3) lu, and P span LUO C Q4 and consider the curve Euo of 2.3
given by E, Luo n C4. Now PS!l Tj§*(C4), hence PS!l Euo, but on the
other hand since PS C T$(C4) we have that PS meets Euo in P with
multiplicity 3 (as line in Lé. Hence the point Ruo used in 2.4 in the
construction of VI(P) is the point P itself and hence P E VI(P).
=

LEMMA 2.6: Let P1, P2 E X with Pl 4 P2. Consider the curves Eu (Pi),
resp. Et(P2), of 2.3 constructed for the point P1, resp. for P2. Suppose

P2 E

E,(Pl)

and Pl E

Et,,(P2).

Then

EUO(PI) Eto(P2) (as curves).
=

PROOF: Following the interpretation of Q4 as Gr(3, 1) as in 2.2 we
have P,-,, a line in P3. P2 E Luo(PI) means that P2 meets pi in S, say.
But then S++index uo (see description in proof of 2.2) and hence
LUO(PI) is the collection of lines in P3 through S. Since Pi E Lto(P2), the
same is true for Lto(P2); hence L,(Pi)
Lto(P2), hence E,(Pi) =
=

Et,,(P2)LEMMA 2.7: Let Pi be

generic

on

VI(P). Then pe VI(PI).

VI(P)PI E Eu(P) for u generic over k(P) (see construction 2.4). If P E VI(PI) then also P E Ej(Pi) for some to. Hence
by 2.6 we have E,,(P) Ej(Pi). But now PP, is tangent to Eu(P) in P
by construction and, hence, is not tangent to Eu(P) Eto(PI) in Pl as
it should be in case P E VI(PI).
PROOF: PI E

=

=

LEMMA 2.8: For Pi, P2

independent generic

on

V,(P)

we

have

VI(PI) # VI(P2).
PROOF: If VI(P1)

=

VI(P2) then by specializing P2

to P

Construction 2.9: Let V2(P) be the locus of VI(PI), where Pl
over

we

get

moves

VI(P).

It follows from 2.8 that V2(P) is a surface defined over k(P). Also
from 2.5 follows that V,(P) C V2(P) and in particular P E V2(P).
LEMMA 2.10: The surface V2(P) is unirational over the
(hence rational over k if P is a point defined over k).

field k(P)

.
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By 2.4 we have a birational transformation
ÀI(P): PI’=:- Vi(P) defined over k(P). Consider now the rational map
À2(P) : P2 --&#x3E; V2(P), defined over k(P), as composition:
PROOF:

u (P) is defined as follows: take a generic point PI of VI(P)
k(P) and a generic point Pof PI over k(P, Pl), then /£(Pl, P y
À(PI)(PD = P*. Note that P * is a generic point of VI(PI) over
k(P, Pi) and hence a generic point of V2(P) over k(P).

where
over

=

Construction 2.11 : Let V3(P) be the locus of VI(P2), where P2
V2(P). It follows from 2.5 that V3(P):J V2(P ).

moves

over

LEMMA 2.12:

V3(P)

=

X.

(Cf [4]): If not then V3(P) V2(P). By Lefschetz theory
V2(P) = X - F, with F a hypersurface. Take Pl and P2 independent
generic on X over k. Now V2(P1) n V2(P2) =xnFnF2 0 0 and in
fact of dimension (at least) 1, i.e. V2(Pl) n V2(P2) r FI U F2 U ...,
where r is a curve with irreducible components FI, F2, etc. Take R
generic on rI. Now Tl C V2(P1), hence V,(R) C V3(Pl) by construction
of V3(Pl) (see 2.11), i.e. VI(R) C V3(PI) V2(Pl). Similarly V,(R) C
V2(P2). Hence V,(R) C V2(Pl) fl V2(P2) F and since R E VI(R) and
Ré ri (i &#x3E; 2) we have VI(R) = rt. Take R * generic on Fi and independent of R then we get V,(R) rI V,(R*), a contradiction by
2.7 and 2.5. Hence V3(P) X.
PROOF

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

2.13. PROOF

oF

2.1: Take

a

point

P rational

over

k. Now

we

have

a

sequence of rational maps

where 1/1 is defined as follows: take a generic point P2 on V2(P) over
k and P’ independent generic on Pi. Then 1/I(P2, P’) = À2(P2)(P’) P *,
where À2(P2) is defined in the proof of 2.10. Note that P* is generic on
VI(P2) over k(P2) and hence generic on V3(P) over k.
=

PROPOSITION 2.14: Let
Then X is unirational.

X’ 3 0 ’ Q’ - Q" C P6. Suppose X is
=

smooth.
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PROOF:

[3], 4.5.3.

2.15:

Finally
unirationality is

we

not

turn to the case of a

quartic Xfc P4. Here
following result:

known, however there is the

PROPOSITION 2.15 ([4], page 14): Let X3 C P4 be a smooth quartic
which is sufficiently general. Then there exists a couple (X’, f), where
X’ is a smooth threefold and such that:
a) f : X’ ,-&#x3E; X is a surjective rational map of finite degree d.
b) X’ is a "conic-bundle" in the following sense: 3 rational map
g :X"-&#x3E; S, with S a smooth surface and such that the geometric
generic fibre of g is isomorphic to PI (i. e. if e is generic on S then

Xi= g-I(ç) x Sp k(e) ’::;PI).
c) Moreover S is such that the Chow group A2(S) is weaklyrepresentable (see §3) (resp. if k C: is isogenous to the classical
intermediate Jacobian j2 ci (S) of S).
=

§3.

Weak-representabilityl

3.1. Some notations:
In this section V denotes a smooth, projective variety defined over
an algebraically closed field k. CH’(V) is the Chow group of cycleclasses of codimension i, i.e., the cycles of codimension i modulo
rational equivalence. A’(V) C CH’(V) is the subgroup of classes
algebraically equivalent to zero. Sometimes we work with dimension i
instead of codimension i, then we write CH;(V) and A;(V) respectively. Finally CH‘( V)n and Ai(V)n denote the subgroups of classes
of order n.
Let K ::) k be an overfield. Write K as an increasing union of rings
Ra smooth and of finite type over k, and let

respectively

= K these correspond
variety over K.

When K
as
’

See [4], there this notion is called

to the groups obtained

representability.

by viewing VK
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In the following, objects are tacitly assumed to be defined over k
unless specified. We denote rational equivalence by -; if 2r is a cycle
then Cl(2r) means the class with respect to rational equivalence.

PROOF: It suffices to show CH’(V) C--&#x3E; CH’(V x Sp Ra). But Ra is of
finite type over k = k, so there exists a k-point Sp k ’-+ Sp Ra and the
restriction

defines

a

splitting for

the above

arrow.

DEFINITION 3.3: Ai( V) is called weakly-representable if there exists
triple (F, T, B) such that
a) r is a smooth curve,
b) T C CH’(F x V),
c) B is an algebraic subgroup of the jacobian variety J(F) of r such
that
a

is exact

for all

K

=

9 D k.

Remarks :
1. By our convention T, B and T are defined
2. T* above is the homomorphism

induced by T.
3. The above

means

that, for any K

=

K :J k,

over

we

k.

have the isomor-

phism

i.e., roughly: the Chow group is parametrized by the points of an
abelian variety. Note also: if we write J(F)IB then we mean always
the quotient obtained by taking every component of B with multi-

plicity

1.
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Using the theory of the Picard variety we see easily
weakly-representable (Note however that the notion of
representability of Grothendieck is much stronger than the present
notion of weak-representability).
EXAMPLE:
that A’(V) is

Ai(V) weakly-representable by triple (r, T, B).
Let W bea smooth
variety and Z E CHi(W X V).Consider the
LEMMA 3.4: Let

corresponding

map

be

a

(after the choice of a base point

defined by w - Cl(Z(w) - Z(wo». Then there exists
W x J(F)IB, defined over k, such that

wo E

a

W):

subvariety il

C

Remark:
il is "something" like the graph of a morphism. Since our notion of
weak-representability is of set-theoretical nature this is the best we
can hope for in arbitrary characteristic. We call Z*: W ---&#x3E; J(F)IB a

weak-morphism.
COROLLARY 3.5: In char. 0 the subvariety il is the graph

of

a

morphism

3.4: First take K k. Denote by f2’ the set of points on
defined
by the relation (15). Furthermore take on W a
W x J(r)IB
generic point e over k. Let L be the algebraic closure of the field k(e).
By the definition of weak-representability applied to Ai( VL) there
exists a point C E J(TJ(L) such that Z*(e) T*(e). Let Ty be the image
of C in (J(r)1 B)(L) (in order to be concrete we can see 11 as the Chow
point of the translate Bc of B in J(r), cf. [6]). Let f2 be the closure of
(e, q) in the k-topology of W x J(F)I B; i.e. the locus of (), over k
in the sense of Weil.
Choose a cycle 21 of degree 0 on r such that CI(%), i.e.
CIT(%). Moreover, during this proof we denote by Z also
11 = T*(C)
a representative cycle of the class Z E CHi(W x V); then
PROOF

oF

=

=

=
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means

explicitly:
(rational équivalence !).

PROOF: Let (ç’, 11’) E il; extend the specialization (e, q ) - (e, 11’)
over k (in the sense of Weil’s Foundations) to (e, q, C, %) (e’, 11’, i’, 21’) over k. Using the fact that specialization preserves
rational equivalence [22] we get from (16):

PROOF: Let (ç’, ij) E f2’. Extend the specialization e ---&#x3E; e’ over k to
n, C, lll) - (e’, C’, %’) over k ; then the same argument gives q’
ij, 1.e. (§’, ij) E f2.
Hence the variety f2 defined as the locus of (§, q) has the property
(15) as far as the field k is concerned. Now take K IZ D k and take ç
on W generic over K. Repeat the argument over K ; let us write Q À
and f2 K for the corresponding sets. We have f2K Q À as we did see
above. Clearly f2K C f2 and moreover by 3.2 we have n’C f2’; hence
finally f2K C f2 n’C f2K f?K, i.e. f2 = f2K has the required property.
=

=

=

=

=

COROLLARY 3.6: Let Ai(V) be weakly-representably by a triple
(T, T, B). Let Tl be a smooth curve and Z E CHi (TI x V). Consider
the induced group homomorphism

Then there is
such that

an

abelian

subvariety il C J(r1) x J(r)1 B, defined over k,

PROOF: The proof of the existence of an irreducible subvariety f2
with property (15’) is entirely similar as the proof of 3.4. The fact that
il is an abelian variety follows since Z* is set-theoretically a group

homomorphism.
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COROLLARY 3.7: The assumptions are as in 3.6.
a) There exists an algebraic subgroup Bi of J(FI) such that

Ker(Z*)(K) Bi(K) (VK K J k).
b) There exists an abelian subvariety h C J(T)I B such that L(K) =
Im(Z*)(K) (VK 9 D k). Both BI and h are defined over k.
=

=

=

PROOF: Take the

projections (in

the

sense

of

algebraic varieties):

Ai( V) be weakly-representable by a triple
CHn( V X V), with n dim V. Then there exists an
algebraic subgroup BI C J(D (resp. an abelian subvariety I C J(DIB),
defined over k, such that B,(K) Ker(!*. T*)(K) (resp. I(K) =
Im(£* . T*)(K» for all K 9 D k.
COROLLARY 3.8: Let

(r, T, B). Let X

E

=

=

=

PROOF:

Apply

cor.

3.7 to the

couple

LEMMA 3.9: Let S be a surface and assume that A2(S) is weaklyrepresentable. Then the canonical homomorphism A2(S) ’*&#x3E; Alb(S) is
an isomorphism. Moreover it is a morphism of abelian varieties
J(Il)lB - Alb(S).

(F, T, B) weakly-represents A2(S), then we have
morphism T lb : J(Il) - Alb(S) obtained via commutative diagram
PROOF: Let

B

Te’

a

algebraic subgroup and contains B, hence
are counted with multiplicity 1 !) ç is a
(since
morphism cp J(F)/B - Alb(S) .
On the other hand apply 3.4 to the couple (W, Z) = (S, .1s), where
ds C S x S in the diagonal. By 3.4 there exists a weak-morphism
s ,à* &#x3E; A2(S) J(F)IB (after choice of a base point So ES), hence, after
applying a sufficient high power of the Frobenius automorphism F we
get a morphism p:
Now

=

Ker

is

an

the components of B

=
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(of course in char. 0 the map L1 * itself is already a morphism, cf. 3.5).
By the universal mapping property of the Albanese variety there is a
morphism t/1 such that p = t/1 . 4 alb:

Now p = I/J . à,.db = I/J . cp .Li * and p pN .-A*. Since Li * generates
A2(S) we have (set-theoreticaIly) I/J. ç FN and since (settheoretically) Ker(FN) 0 we have Ker(cp) 0 (setth.). Finally A ,db generates
Alb(S), hence cp is surjective. Hence cp is settheoretically an isomor=

=

=

=

phism.
3.10: Next
of

we

prove

a

weak-representability

number of "stability" results for the notion
(cf. § 1 of [4]).

PROPOSITION 3.10: Let V and W be smooth
: V - W be a proper morphism, generically

projective varieties. Let
finite and of degree d.
f
Then : A’ V) weakly-representable :&#x3E;A’(W) weakly-representable.
(F, T, B) be

a

Using the fact that f * . f *

=

PROOF: Let

triple for Ai(V). Consider

the homomor-

phisms :

d (multiplication by d) and the fact that
is a divisible group (cf [4], proof of prop. 1.3) we have indeed
that f * is surjective. Using the weak-representability we have that the
points of order d in Ai( V) form a finite group. It follows that

A’(-)
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f ,Im(f *) has finite kernel. Furthermore let Z be the graph of f ; put
£=’Z-Z and T’=Z-£ - T. B y cor. 3 .8 the kernel of (1 . T)* is an
algebraic subgroup BI C J(F). Since f *Im(f *) has finite kernel it now
follows that the kernel B2 of T’ is also an algebraic subgroup of J(F)
(and for the connected components we have B%= BY). Claim:
(F, T’, B2) weakly represents A i( W). For the field k we have the
required exact sequence (13) immediately by the construction.
Next take K 9 D k and do the same construction, i.e. take the
sequence ( 17) f or K, etc. B y 3.8 we have the same group BI1 f or K and
by 3.2 the same Ker(f *Im(f*», hence we find the same group B2 for
=

K.
PROPOSITION 3.11: Let V be smooth projective and Z 4 V smooth.
Consider W Bz( V), i.e., W is obtained by blowing up V along Z.
Then A2(V) weakly-representable::} A 2( W) weakly-representable.
=

COROLLARY 3.12: Assume resolution
Then weak-representability of A2(
property for varieties of dimension :5n.
::5n.

of singularities in dimension

V)

is

a

birational invariant

COROLLARY 3.13: Let V be a smooth, projective unirational
threefold. Then A2( V) is weakly-representable. In particular A2(X3)
and A2(Xg) are weakly-representable (of course, with the type of
varieties as described in the introduction).
PROOF: Let f : P3 - -&#x3E; V be

completed

to

with h

sequence of

a

centers and g

a

a

rational map of degree d. B y [ 1 ] this can be

blowing-ups starting from P3 with smooth
morphism generically of finite degree. Apply 3.10 and

3.11.

COROLLARY 3.14: Suppose we have a proper, surjective rational
3 and dim C 1. Assume that for the
’TT: V--&#x3E; C, with dim V
geometric generic fibre we have a birational map Vr % P2. Then A2( V)
is weakly-representable.
map

=

=
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PROOF: Left to the

reader; standard.

3.11: For W = Bz(V), we have A 2(W)
instance [3] or [16]). Let (rh TI, BI), resp.
(F2,T2,B2), weakly-represent A2( V), resp. A I(Z). From the above
decomposition we get from TI, resp. from T2, an induced cycleclass
on ri x W, resp. on r2, x W, which we denote - for simplicity - by the
same letter Tl, resp. T2. (In order to give a precise description it
would be necessary to describe explicitely the relation between
A2( W) and A 2( V) and A’(Z); see for instance [17], p. 67 lemma 2).
Consider on the surface S ri x T2 the cycleclass
3.15.

PROOF

oF

A 2( V) Cf) A l(Z) (for

=

general hyperplane section; put T 1*(T’) E
CH2(T3 x W). We have J(r3)-+J(rl) x J(F2) Alb(S). From this it
follows that T * : A’(F3) --&#x3E;A 2(W) is surjective. Finally let ql and q2 be
the projections of J(F3) on J(rl) and J(F2) respectively. It follows
now easily that (F3, T, q t(Bi) n q(B2» weakly-represents A2( W).
Let i : r34 rI

x

r2 be

=

a

=

PROPOSITION 3.16: Let 7T: V- S, with V a smooth
smooth surface (always everything projective) and 7T
jective rational map such that:

a) the geometric generic fibre Vr # (Pt)ij (i.e. V is
see 2.15),
b) A2(S) is weakly-representable.
Then A2( V) is weakly-representable.

a

threefold, S
a

proper,

a

sur-

"conic bundle",
’

([4], thm. 3.1): Let X§ be a sufficiently general
quartic hypersurface of degree 4 in P4. Then A2(X) is weaklyrepresentable.
COROLLARY 3.17

PROOF: 2.15

+

3.16.

3.18. PROOF OF 3.16: For this we need some preparations:
Let G be a quotientgroup of Ai( V) in the following sense: for
every K IZ D k there exists groups G’(K) and G(K) such that
=
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Note that we now have G(K1)4 G(K2) (compare with 3.2). Furthermore we say that G is stable by specialization if G’ is stable by
specialization, i.e. if for cycles lll and 3î’ we have:

Finally G is called compatible with correspondences if for any 1
CH’(V x V), n

=

dim V,

we

have

a

E

factorization

DEFINITION 3.19: Let G be a quotientgroup of Ai(V) with the above
properties (18), (19) and (20). Such a G is called weakly-representable
if there exists a triple (r, T, B) as in 3.3 (and all defined over k) such

that

exact

for all K = K :) k.

EXAMPLE: S surface, Alb(S) as quotient of A2(S) is weaklyrepresentable. More generally if V has dimension n, Alb(V) as
quotient of A"( V) is weakly-representable.
LEMMA 3.20: Let G be a quotientgroup of Ai(V) and weaklyrepresentable (always G has tacitly the properties (18), (19) and (20)).
Then lemma 3.4 and its corollaries remain true if Ai( V) is replaced by
G.

PROOF: The same; the essential

points

are

(18), (19) and (20).

3.21. SUPPLEMENT TO PROPOSITION 3.10: Let V and W be smooth
projective varieties. Let f : V - W be a proper morphism, generically
of finite degree d. Let G be a quotient-group of Ai( V) which is
weakly-representable. Assume we have a factorization
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Then

A’ W)

is

weakly-representable.

PROOF: Similar

3.22. PROOF

as

for 3.10

using the diagram

3.16: Firstly:
V we may assume that TT is
change the generic fibre).
Now there is a commutative

with Z

a

oF

blowing up some curves and points in
a morphism (note that this does not
diagram:

sequence of smooth

points) and h and f generically

and consider

with normal crossings (resp.
of finite degree d. We have
curves
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Then the quotientgroup G of A’(V") has the
(20) and G is weakly-representable.
Next: from the commutative diagram

we see

Now

that

we

have

a

properties (18), (19)

and

factorization:

apply 3.21, this gives 3.16.

§4. The cycle map for torsion cycles
4.1 Notations
The assumptions and notations are the same as in 3.1. Fix a prime
number 10 char(k), and consider the 1-adic étale cohomology groups

For any abelian group
In particular, we have

4.2 The
From

cycle map
[5], we have the following result.

THEOREM 4.2: With notations

as

above, there exist homomorphisms
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with the following properties :
a) A f is compatible with specialization. Given a smooth projective
family V - Sp R, R a valuation ring with geometric generic point s and
special point so, both of characteristic prime to l, there exists specialization maps on cycles and cohomology, and a commutative

diagram

b) A, is f unctorial with respect to correspondences. Given a cycle r
V x W, we have a commutative diagram (dim r dim W + q - r)

on

=

c) À}: CH’(V)(1) --&#x3E; HI( v, QIIZI(I» is the natural map obtained by
identifying CH ’(V) HI(V, Gm) and using the Kummer sequence
=

d) When

Griffiths [9] gives
H2q-I( V, R)I H2q-I( V, Z) a complex structure
Abel-Jacoby map)
k = C,

1 Aq(V)(I)

the torus J§i( V) =
and defines a map (the

1 Aq(V)(I)

coincide.
and À q
The maps 0
e) Let Alb( V) denote the Albanese variety of V (dual to the Picard
variety). We have (cf. [10], 2A9, no. 6) Alb(V)(1) H2n-1( V, QIIZI(n»,
n
dim V. Since CHn( V)(I) A n( V)(l) consists of zero cycles of
degree 0, there is a canonical map independent of choice of
base point CHn( V)(1) - Alb( V)(1) . The composition CH"(V)(l)Alb( V)( 1) - H2n-I( V, QilZi ( n )) is the map k n 1.
=

=

=

4.3. In the case of our special varieties X4@ X6 and Xb it will turn
out that k21 is an isomorphism for almost all 1. We will prove some
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stability results similar to 3.10, 3.11, and 3.16. In fact, it would be
possible by these arguments to give a direct construction for A in the
V = X4@ Xb, xg. However this is somewhat artificial and
laborious. It will be convenient, henceforth, to take Aq( V)(1) as the
domain of Aq . Thus Af an isomorphism means AqA q (V)( t) ::::::
cases

H2q-l( V, Q¡/Z/(q».
PROPOSITION 4.4: Let V, W be smooth projective varieties, f : V W a proper morphism generically finite of degree d. Assume À?( V) is
an isomorphism for some fixed q and almost all l. Then À q(W) is also.
PROOF: We have f *f* = multiplication
For 1 such that (l, d) 1 and

cohomology.
we

=

by d, both on cycles and
À 1( V) is an isomorphism,

find

An easy

diagram chase shows À q( W)

an

isomorphism. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 4.5: Let V be smooth and projective, Z4 V a smooth
closed subvariety. Consider the blowup W Bz(V). If À 7(V) is an
isomorphism for almost all l, then À 7(W) is also.
=

PROOF. By well-known decomposition theorems for cycles and
cohomology on blowings up, we have

map À 7(W) is compatible with this decomposition. Thus À 7(W) is
isomorphism whenever À 7(V) is an isomorphism and A’(Z)(1)
CH’(Z)(1). Since the Neron-Severi group CHI(Z)IA I(Z) is finitely
generated, this will be true for almost all l. Q.E.D.
The
an

COROLLARY 4.6: Let V be a smooth, projective unirational
threefold. Then À 7(V) is an isomorphism for almost all 1.
PROOF: Standard,

using

4.4 and 4.5.

PROPOSITION 4.7:

Let ir: V ---&#x3E; S with

S

projective surface,

threefold,

a

smooth

V a smooth
and 7r a proper

projective
surjective
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rational map. Assume: the geometric generic
À 7(V) is an isomorphism for almost all 1.
COROLLARY
PROOF

OF

4.8: À2(X4

is

an

fibre Vr

=

(pl)i}.

Then

isomorphism for almost all 1.

4.8: Combine 2.15, 4.4, and 4.7.

PROOF OF 4.7: We
4.5 it suffices to show

the notations of diagram 1, 3.22. By 4.4 and
7(S’ x pl) is an isomorphism. We have

use

À

By Roitman’s theorem [20], À 7(8’) is an isomorphism for all
10char(k). Thus k2(SXpl) will be an isomorphism whenever
10 char(k) and A’(S’)(1) CHl(S’)(I). Q.E.D.
=

REMARK: Note
assume

that, unlike the proof of 3.16,

we

have not had to

A2(S) weakly representable.
§5. The Abel-Jacobi property. (cf also [4])

In this section we assume that we work over a field k = k C C (as
usual C denotes the complex numbers). Let as before V be a smooth,
projective variety. Now we have the i-th (classical) intermediate
Jacobian variety Jli(Vc) and a natural homomorphism (the so-called
(classical) Abel-Jacobi map):

DEFINITION 5.1: We say that

0’ is

an

A’(V)

has the Abel-Jacobi property

if

isogeny.2°3

PROPOSITION 5.2: Let k C. Suppose A’(V) has the Abel-Jacobi
property. Then Ai(V) is weakly-representable (see [4], prop. 1.3)
=

def
2

isogeny o 0 is surjective and has finite kemel.
3
See [7] and [9] for the definition of Jcl and 0. Note that in case the Abel-Jacobi
property is true we have automatically Hp,q = 0 if Ip - q 10 1; hence there is in this case
8

no différence between the definition of Weil and of Griffiths for the intermediate
Jacobian.
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Consider the Abel-Jacobi map (Ji :Ai(V)J,(v). By
an isogeny, hence in particular it is onto. It is
standard that we can find a curve rand T E CHi(r x V) such that
the composition
PROOF:

assumption this is

is onto. Moreover this composition is a morphism, in particular
Ker(O - T*) is an algebraic group.
Again: 0’ is an isogeny, hence it has finite kernel. Hence there
exists an integer N and a homomorphism such that we have a
commutative diagram

Since

A’(V)

is divisible, # is onto. Since also 0 . tp N we have that
is
finite.
Hence also B Ker(tp - 0 - T *) is an algebraic subker(li)
of
J(r). It follows now easily that the triple (I, N - T, B)
group
weakly-represents A‘(V), where N - T = T + - - - + T (N times).
=

=

PROPOSITION 5.3: Let V and W be smooth, projective varieties. Let
f : V - W be a proper morphism, generically finite and of degree d.
Then: A’(V) has the Abel-Jacobi property :;&#x3E;Ai(W) has the AbelJacobi property.

PROOF: Look at the commutative

diagram:

First note that 6w is surjective. Next: let a E Ai(W) with 6w(a) = o.
Then 0 /* ’ 6w(a) Ov - f*(a); hence f *(a ) E Ker(Ov). Now Ker(Ov)
is finite by assumption. Furthermore Ker{f *: A’(W) --+ A’(V)} is killed
by d. Hence there exists an integer N such that Ker(Ow) is killed by
N. Hence we have a factorization
=

=
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We want to see Ker(Ow) is finite. Hence it suffices to see that A’(W)N
is finite. Let b EAi(WN), then there exists bl EAi(W)N2 such that
b N - b 1; put c Ow (b 1), then b p(c) and c E J icl (W)N2. Since the
number of points of order N2 is finite on Jli(W) we have A’(W)N
finite.
=

=

=

a quotientgroup of A’(V) with the
and
(20)
(19)
of 3.18. We say that G has the Abelproperties (18),
Jacobi property if there exists a factorization

DEFINITION 5.4: Let G be

with 0 an isogeny.
COROLLARY 5.5: Let the assumptions be as in 5.3. Let G be a
quotientgroup of A’(V) which has the Abel-Jacobi property. Suppose
that f * f actorizes

then

A’(W)

has the Abel-Jacobi property.

PROOF: Similar

as

above, consider the commutative diagram
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where

proof

f*

is the
is similar

composition.

Note that

again.

now.

PROPOSITION 5.6: Let V be smooth, projective and Z 4 V smooth.
Consider the blow up W BZ(V). If A2(V) has the Abel-Jacobi
property, then A2(W) has the Abel-Jacobi property.
=

PROOF:

Straightforward.

COROLLARY 5.7: If V is a smooth, projective unirational
then A2(V) has the Abel-Jacobi property.

threefold,

PROPOSITION 5.8: Let ir: V ---&#x3E; S, with V a smooth threefold, S
smooth surface and ir a proper, surjective, rational map such that :

a

i) the geometric generic fibre V, # (Pi),,
ii) A2(S) has Abel-Jacobi property.
Then

A2(V)

has the Abel-Jacobi property.

A2(S) is weakly-representable by 5.2. The
follows
proposition
(see 3.22) from 5.5 applied to the quotientgroup G
of A2(V’’) where
PROOF: Note first that

and note that G has Abel-Jacobi property.

has the Abel-Jacobi property.

§6. The classical intermediate Jacobian of

In this section

we

constructions.
In this section the

want to outline

groundfield

a

generic

part of Tjurin’s [24] ingenious

is C and

we

take

X = Xf C P4,

resp
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generic

over

the

prime

field.4
6.1: As before

we

consider

prop. 1.1 the

F(X ) is in our case
Consider also the following diagram

By

with P(X) =

write ls

=

1(l, x); x

E1

eX}.

a

smooth, connected

Also: if s E F(X) then

we

curve.

sometimes

cp{p -I(S )}.

6.2. Abel-Jacobi

mapping of the lines

F(X). Consider the homomorphism

defined by

Similarly for

y

defined by the

same

we

have

a

homomorphism

type of formula (31). From this

we

also get

one of these maps (30), (30’) or (30") we call the Abel-Jacobi
lines (note that in §4 and §5 we have used this name also
of
map

Each

4I.e.,

X is defined by equation(s) with independent transcendental coefficients over
Q. Note that some statements in Tjurin are not correct as they stand (for instance
lemma 3, §2, lecture 4: cf. [23], the example on p. 719), however we need these results
only for X generic over Q.
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already for a slightly different map, however there will be hardly any
danger for confusion). The idea is now to study this Abel-Jacobi map.
LEMMA 6.3:

ii) X4 generic

(Clemens-Roth condition of Tjurin). We

over

Q and H

a

can assume

generic hyperplane section.

PROOF: Obvious. Take for instance X4 generic over Q and take an
independent generic hyperplane section, then one sees immediately
from the equation that X3 X4 - H is generic over Q.
=

PROOF: From Lef schetz theory for complete intersections (note
that we are now in the correct dimension!) we get the re sult for
cohomology and J’(-) is constructed via these cohomology groups.

have
i) F(X4) is a smooth 3-dimensional variety.
ii) Let P E X4 be a sufficiently general point, then there are
many - say q - lines 1 on X4 such that PEI. More precisely :
we have q
24, f or XM the q 12 and f or X( the q 8.
LEMMA 6.6: For the X4

of 6.3

we

=

=

finitely
for X4

=

PROOF:
i) from 1.12.
ii) See [24], lect. 4. For instance take X
transformation). Equation X is of type

=

Xf and P

the

origin (after

with fi (T) f;(Ti,
T5) homogeneous of degree i (i 1, ..., 4). We
get the lines via f1= /2 f3 f4 0. By Bezout there are 24 solutions.
=

=

...,

=

=

=

6.7: For X4 we get a diagram similar to (29). Together with the
diagram for X3 this combines to the following commutative diagram
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Now note that C{)4, and hence also p, is by 6.6 generically finite and of
degree q. Note also that Y, P (X4) and P (X3) are all smooth. For
P(X4) and P(X3) this follows since they are the restriction of the
Grassmannian bundle to the smooth F(X4), resp. F(X3). For Y it
follows from the (2nd) Bertini theorem (we are in char. 0!).

PROOF: p is a birational morphism. For s E F(X4), S é F(X3) we
have that p-l(S) is unique. On the other hand for s E F(X3) we have
p -’(s) = f s, x} with x E ls. Since p-I(F(X3» has only one component
(namely P(X3)) the lemma follows from [19].
6.9: Next consider the

homomorphisms

where we take either coefficients Z and work modulo torsion, or
coefficients C. Now note that cp * . cp * q, and that cp * restricted to
H’(F(X3), -) is the Abel-Jacobi mapping 0 of (30’).
=

LEMMA 6.10: The Abel-Jacobi
C and of (30") is onto.

mapping 0 of (30’) with coefficients

PROOF: The reason is lemma 6.4 and the fact that ç* is onto.
Namely let a e H3(F(X4)), then

because
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6.11: There remains now to be investigated the Ker(o). For that
have to introduce the incidence correspondence }; on
Put

Note that 1; = t1;.
From this incidence

correspondence

we

we

get endomorphisms

and

Now there arises the natural question: given y E HI(F(X3», describe the relation between 0 (-y) and .0 (uy). This is answered by the
following result which we borrow without proof from Tjurin ([24],
lemma 6, §3, lect. 4; note however that the essential part in the proof
is again the fact 6.4).

where q

=

deg Cf)

is introduced in

6.6ii).

6.13: The following
Z modulo torsion or C):

COROLLARY

(coe/ficients :

diagram

is

commutative

5
This incidence correspondence, introduced here in a concrete geometric way, may
diff er slightly from the more natural one introduced via the Chow group (cf. [181,
section 5, eq. (22) and (32), or [3], 3.4.1), as

namely,

we

may have

suppressed the diagonal

a

number of times.
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In

particular:

PROOF: Immediate from 6.12 since multiplication by q is injective
and since for coefficients C both 0 and multiplication by q are

surjective.
COROLLARY 6.14: We have a commutative

diagram

6.15: In order to get equality in 6.13i one needs the following lemma
of [24], for the proof of which we refer to [24], lect. 5, § 1 :
LEMMA 6.15

C): Let

yi,

y2 E

(2nd Key lemma of Tjurin): (coeff. Z mod. torsion, resp.
HI(F(X3». Then for the cup-product pairing we have:

COROLLARY 6.16: For cohomology
have Ker( 1- u) Ker(o).

we

(coeff.

Z mod.

torsion, resp. C)

=

PROOF: By 6.13i it suffices to see Ker(o) C Ker(1 - u). This follows
since the R.H.S. of (38) is non-degenerate.

COROLLARY 6.17:

For the

(intermediate) Jacobians

we

have

([24], lect. 5, §2, lemma 2): The incidence
endomorphism u of (35) and (35’) satisfies the following equation:
PROPOSITION 6.18

where q is the

integer of 6.6ii.
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By the 1th key lemma (6.12) we have
cohomology we have by 6.16 that
which is (39). For the Jacobians we conclude by 6.17 that (39) is true
up to isogeny, but the image of J(F(X3» by the L.H.S. of (39) is an
abelian variety, hence (39).
PROOF:
Hence for

§7. Generalized Prym varieties. Relation with the classical intermediate
Jacobian of the Fano threefolds of type Xj, X’ or X g
In the first part of this section k is

an

algebraically closed field of

arbitrary characteristic.
7.1. Assumption I
Let A be an abelian

satisfying

where q is

variety defined over k with an endomorphism or

equation

an

integer 0 0, 1 and not divisible by p char(k).
can imitate the theory of Prym varieties of Mumford [14],
=

an

Now we
where is an involution.
Note:
abelian subvarieties

Introduce the

Pr(u) is called the generalized Prym variety of u.

(points of order q). In particular: this
a

is

Poincaré-decomposition of A.

Proof: let
and o-(a)

=

a

a.

a(a) 0 and Q (a )
Hence q - a 0.
E A with

=

=

=

0. Then u(a) =

-(q - 1)a
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Proof:
c) Im(a ) C Ker(p)" and Im(l3) C Ker(a)U.
Proo f : immediate from 13 . a 0 and a . 13
d) dim Im(a ) + dim Im(Q ) &#x26; dim A.
=

=

0.

Proof : Immediate from b)
e) dim Ker(a )° + dim Ker(.B)’ _ dim A.
Proof: from a) and intersection theory.
f) Finally: Combining c), d) and e) we get everywhere equality and
Im(a ) Ker(l3)o, Im(l3) Ker(a )°. This completes the proof.
=

=

7.3: For the following
commutative diagram

we

need

some more

facts. Consider the

Put Hl = prB H and H2 = prp H. Note that it f ollows from 7.2ii
that Hl C Bq and H2 C Pq. Also we introduce the following maps:

P}.

and put

LEMMA 7.4:

i) Ker(1 - u)
ii) Ker(l - u)

= U zep Bz.
=

B

exactly vH

=

Pq.

Hence u(x) x V q - z 0. This proves i).
Proof of ii:
#: Let z E Pq. Then o(z) = -(q - l)z z, hence by assumption z E B.
Hence z E B fl P, hence (-z, z) E H, hence z E H2.
=: Let x E A with o,(x) x. Now x = y + z, y E B, z EPand we have
seen z E P,. Hence by assumption z E H2, hence (-z, z) E H, hence
z E B, hence x E B.
=

=

=

=
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7.5: Next

polarization
A

we use

sider
have

now
a

polarization. Suppose A has a principal
Tt(O) jr(T*O). In general: for a divisor U on

turn to

we

0. Put

Di

=

=

the notation Àu: A - Â for the map x - CI(U, - U). Conin particular the map ÀT*(6): B x P --&#x3E; Ê x P. Then clearly we

decomposition

Assumption II: A has

Note that

a

principal polarization such that

(41) is equivalent with

LEMMA 7.6: Under the

y

=

assumption

8

=

II

0.

we

have

PROOF: The first relation is clear since ÀT*(9) = AD, x A_. For a group
G we denote by #(G) the order of G. Consider the commutative

diagram ([11],

We

p.

130,

prop.

Il) :

have

PROOF: Let h1 E Hl, hence

(h}, -hl) E H. Then we have

Hence Ker À,.(,g) :D Hl X H2, but in view of the above relation between
the orders we have Ker ÀT*(8) Hl x H2.
=

Equivalent conditions :
1) Ker(1 - u) Ker( 1- o,)o ( = B),
2) H2 Pq,
3) D2 = q - E (alg.eq.) with E a divisor on P.
Moreover if these conditions are satisfied then 1(E)
LEMMA 7.7:

=

=

=

1.
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PROOF:
O

Turning

to the assertion about

l (E): We have Di Tt(0), hence
D; &#x3E; 0. Hence by Riemann-Roch ([13], p. 150): if d dim P
=

=

Furthermore Ker ÀE C Ker Am, hence E is non-degenerate (ibid, p.
155), hence (ibid p. 159) l(E) X(E). Finally by Riemann-Roch
=

7.8. Assumption III:
We call the equivalent properties of lemma 7.7 assumption III.
Furthermore we use in that case the notation D2 q - 5, with 5 a
divisor on P with 1(5) 1. Hence under assumption III the couple
(P, 5) is a principally polarized abelian variety.
=

=

7.9: Now we want to use this theory to study the (classical)
intermediate Jacobian of Fano threefolds of type xt Xb or X’. For
the rest of §7 the assumptions are the same as in §6. We write X
instead of X3 if there is no danger for confusion.
By 6.18 the incidence endomorphism on J(F(X)) satisfies
assumption I. Hence we have a generalized Prym variety

Due to the fact that for the incidence
t.I = .I we have:
LEMMA 7.10: The incidence

II.

PROOF: Consider

as

before

correspondence (see 6.11)

endomoyhism u satisfies assumption
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Let -

as

before

with
the composite map

is zero, and

Then

similarly for

P. This

composite

we

map is

have to prove that

given by

see that (43) is zero for all points b of order l" (1 some
all n). Using the notation of [11] page 189-190, in
number,
prime
order to see that the divisor class U (say) of the RHS of (44) is zero,
it suffices then, by ibid. prop. 4 on page 189, to see that the symbol
eln (p, U) 1 for all p E Pln. Finally, using ibid. th. 4 on page 192, it

It suffices to

=

suffices to prove

the Tate groups and E8(-, -) is the Riemann form of
([13], p. 186). Using the well-known identification (cf. [18] section

where Tl (-)
0

are

IV):

this

corresponds with the condition

Now u

for the

cupproduct:

via correspondence 1; of F(X) x F(X) with the pro(the essential point!), hence we have

comes

perty t1; = 1;

for u, v E HI(F(X), QI). Now p E:
and b E TI(B), hence b uy + (? fore we get
=

TI (P), hence (cf. 7.2) p = ux - x
l)y, with x, y E HI(F(X». There-
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Similarly the map P - B is zero (this follows also immediately now
by looking to (45) and using the skew-symmetry of the Riemannform).
LEMMA 7.11: The incidence
III.

correspondence u satisfies assumption

The proof of this lemma will occupy almost the rest of
consider again the Abel-Jacobi mapping (30’):

and also the dual

§7.6

We

mapping:

(Note: for coeff. Z we always work modulo torsion). We have similar
maps Oc and toc for coefficients C and also 0 and to for the
(intermediate) Jacobians.
LEMMA 7.12:

epz onto =&#x3E; assumption III.

proceed in several steps. First note that epz onto implies
the
structure
by
theory of abelian groups that toz embeds H3(X, Z) as
a full direct summand of HI(F(X), Z) and hence the map tep : Jii(X) J(F(X)) is a closed immersion.
Next we claim that we have a commutative diagram:
PROOF: We

PROOF: It suffices to check it

on

cohomology. Take

H’(F(X), C), then (’.0 - 4
lemma 6.15 this equals
and by (39) this equalsi
mutativity and shows also that‘
6

Unfortunately at this point there is

a

serious gap in

which proves the

com-

Tjurin’s argument. See footnote

7.
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that 0Pr(o-)

Since Pr(o,) Im(cr - 1), it follows from diagram (37’)
is onto, and hence the commutativity of the above diagram
abelian varieties):
=

Also

we

implies (as

have

because Pr(u)

=

lm(o- - 1) and then (49) follows immediately from

(39).
Now look

again

to the commutative

diagram (37’); fill in Pr(u) =

Im((r -1):

CLAIM: We can fill in the
mutative diagrams.

map ’0

as

indicated and keep

com-

PROOF:

a) Diagram 1 is commutative if restricted to Pr(o,); this follows
from (48) and the
1 Pr(u) = -q (noted above).
for (1II
is
commutative
is onto.
b) Diagram
that
is
killed by multiThis
now
c)
implies
lm(o + tep-I . (1- u»
plication by q ; hence diagram 1 is commutative too.

fact tep . ep

cr) j1 Pr(u)

We can go back now to cohomology with coefficients in C or
coefficients in Z modulo torsion. Then diagram (37") means that we have
proved finally the following: oz onto implies that we have a commutative

diagram :
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Now since we have already remarked that oz onto implies
injective with image a full direct summand, it follows that:

Oz onto =&#x3E; (u - 1) injective with image
In

other

a

full direct summand.

if we consider the vector space
V
C) and if A is the image of H1(F(X), Z) in V then:

words

Ho,’C HI(F(X),

’oz

=

Arrived at this point we can reproduce now Tjurin’s argument.
Namely take the Riemann form of 0 on J(F(X)); this is given by the
cupproduct on H’(F(X), Z). Now on the (generalized) Prym part the
lattice is, by (50), Im((u - I)A 1; hence we have on the Prym part a
Riemann form of type «l - u)’YI, (1- U)Y2) with yi, y2 E H’(F(X), Z).
Using lemma 6.15 and the commutativity of (37) we get:

In other words: oz onto : :} the Riemann-form restricted to the
Prym part is q-times another such Riemann-form. It is well-known
that this means that Tt(0) D2 equals q-times another divisor. Hence
"oz onto" implies assumption III, which completes the proof of
=

lemma 7.12.

proof also shows that the Riemann-form of the
divisor S (introduced in 7.8) is given by 1Iq«1- o,)-yl, (1 - U»)’2)P(X).
Now the (classical) intermediate Jacobian JI(X) has also a principal
polarization Bel given by the cup product on H3(X, Z).
7.13: The above

LEMMA 7.13:

i.e., this is
7 A priori,

Tjurin

we

an

(always assuming that cpz is onto):

isomorphism of polarized abelian

only have

seems to assume

the

equality tacitly.

varieties.
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PROOF: In view of (48) it suffices to see that the Riemann forms
agree. Let a, B E H’(X, Z). Look to the diagram (37bis). We have
a = r#(yi), B = r#(y2). The assertion follows now immediately from
(51) which reads (a, (3)x 1/q«1- u)yi, (1- U)’)’2)P(X) and from the
=

(37bis)
Ilq(’O(a), tCP(I3»P(X).

commutativity

of

which

implies 1/q«l - o-)-yi, (1- U)’)’2)P(X) =

complete the proof of 7.11 it remains to prove the
surjectivity of oz. Reformulating this in terms of homology we have
7.14: In order to

to prove

Now consider
suffices to prove

again diagram 6.7 (and write

X

=

X3, etc.). Then it

because

and cp*H3(F(X4), Z) 0.
The desired result (52) follows
and Y
Y and q k ) from:
=

=

(taking

=

LEMMA 7.15: Let V be a smooth projective variety defined over C,
dim V d + 1, ç : W - V a proper morphism, generically finite of
degree k (W irreducible), X C-* V a smooth hyperplane section, Y
’1’ -I(X). Then the image of ç*:Hd(Y, Z)-Hd(X,Z) contains the
=

=

vanishing cycles.
PROOF:

We may
parameter space for

Step

a.

with fibres,

assume

X

generic. Indeed, let P * denote the

hyperplanes X’-+ V.

We have families

respectively, hyperplanes Xt

C V and inverse

images
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there exists

a

neighborhood

to E U C P* such that àiu and 6.!Iu contract onto Xto’ Yto respectively.
For t E U we get a commutative diagram of specializations

Assuming Xh Xto smooth, the bottom horizontal
phism. Thus to prove the right hand vertical

arrow
arrow

isomorsurjective, it

is

an

suffices to show the left hand one is.
Step b. The sheaf R dlr*Z is constructible on P *, where 7r : Y---&#x3E; P
Let Ï7CP* be a non-empty Zariski open set such that R dlr*Z is
locally constant on U. Let 1 E P * be a general line corresponding to a
Lefschetz pencil {Xt} on V. Let Xo X and let XI,
Xtn denote the
singular fibres. Choose paths r, : [0, 1] -1 such that ri(O) 0, Tl(1) t;.
We may suppose Ti(X) E U for 0 - x
1. To each ri there correspond
a vanishing cycle Si E Hd(X, Z), and these vanishing cycles generate
the group of vanishing cycles. Let us show, e.g. 81E Im(cp*).
Since {Xt} is general, we may assume the singular points of the
fibres, p 1, ..., pn E V lie in the open set over which ç is étale. Let N
be a neighborhood of p1 in V such that cp-1(N) M(I) U ... U M(k),
where cp :M(i).::; N for each i. Let E be close to 1, and let CPE : Y, ---&#x3E; XE
be the situation over the point Ti(e). Since le - 11 is small, the
vanishing cycle 8E is "close to disappearing" on XE, i.e. it is supported
on XE n N, so it can be lifted to Y, n M(i).::; XE n N. But now the fact
that rl([O, E]) C U gives
=

...,

=

=

=

Since 8E E Im(’PE*)

we

get SI

E

Im(cpl*).

This

completes the proof of

lemma 7.15, and hence of 7.11.
7.16:
for the

Summarizing we have the following result, which is - except
difhculty mentioned in footnote 7 - due to Tjurin:
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THEOREM 7.16:

defined over C and generic (or sufficiently
(Jci(X), 0ci) be the (classical) intermediate
Q.
general)
Jacobian variety associated to X. Let (Pr(u),5) be the generalized
Prym variety associated to the incidence correspondence £ C F(X) x
F(X) (see 6.11 and 7.1). Then we have the isomorphism of polarized
over

Let

abelian varieties

where

tep

is the transpose

of the Abel-Jacobi

map

(see 6.2 and under

7.11).

§8. Relation between the generalized Prym varieties
and the Chow groups

8.1: Let S be a connected
commutative diagram

integral Z-scheme

and suppose

we

have

a

where P(E) is a projective bundle over S, i is a closed immersion, w
is smooth and for s E S the fibre Xs C P(E), is a quartic threefold
X 3 C P4 (resp. X 3 = Q4 - C4 C P5, resp. X’= Q5 - Q’. Q’5 C P6). Assume
that the residue characteristics of S are différent from 2 and 3. In the
following we write shortly XIS to indicate such a diagram (53).
8.2: Let p :F (X) S be the scheme such that for every s E S the
F(X)s is the variety of lines on Xs (cf. (1)). Short notation: F(XIS).
Assume that p is a smooth curve.

REMARK: It follows from prop. 1.1 and SGA 1 IV 6.11 that after
necessary, to a non-empty open set U C S we always
can make this assumption.

restricting, if
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8.3:

which

By [FGA, V] there exists

we

now

call the Jacobi-scheme

8.4: Similar

as

in 6.1

we

of F(XIS)

P (X/S) is the restriction
F(XIS).

defined

over

S.

consider the natural correspondence

where

8.5: Introduce

the abelian scheme

of the Grassmannian bundle to

again (cf. 6.11) the incidence correspondence

as

where j is the component of the intersection "over the diagonal"
(,AIS) of F(X/S) xsF(XIS), i.e. prl3,j = (11IS). In particular, for every
s E S we get as fibre of (34’) the correspondence £s C--&#x3E; F(X,) x F(XS )
defined by (34).
By the general theory of the Jacobi scheme
incidence endomorphism

we

get from ZIS

satisfying the equation

where q is

the

integer of 6.6ii.

PROOF:

a) By Tjurin (39’) is

true for the

generic point s E S;

see

(39).

an
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b) The L.H.S. of (39’) is an endomorphism of the abelian scheme
J(F(X/S)); hence its image is an abelian subscheme. At the generic
point s E S this image is contained in the 0-section; hence it is
everywhere contained in the zero-section.
8.6: Let Pr(uIS)=lm«uIS)-l)’-+J(F(XIS»; this is an abelian
subscheme of J(F(XIS» and is called the generalized Prym scheme
associated to (oIS).
8.7. REMARKS:
1. ZIS is flat over S because ZIS is of a fixed finite degree N over
F(XIS) which is itself smooth over S. In fact N IL + 1, where li is
the degree of the hypersurface which cuts out the rule surface (of
lines) on X; see [24], lect. 4, lemma 5. In our case li 80, resp. 30,
resp. 16.
2. All our constructions are compatible with base change; in parti=

=

8.8. POLARIZATION OF THE PRYM:
On J(F(XI S)) we have a relative Cartier divisor OIS such that (Js is the
usual divisor on J(F(XJ). Write

and consider

this is - again after restricting to a smaller S if necessary - a relative
Cartier divisor on Pr(o/S) over S.
LEMMA 8.9: Ds ==

q--S

with

1(--S)

=

1

(numerical equivalence).9

PROOF: Consider the map

and consider the closed subscheme Ker ÀD/s of
8

Restricting

9

Here

7.11

a fibre, this is the map T2 of section 7.
only the existence of a such a divisor Es for each s E S separately.

to

we use

Pr(u/S). By

we
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have for the

generic point s E S that

hence it follows

Using compatibility with base change

we

get then for every so E S

By [13], p. 231 this gives Dso = q Eso, with Eso a divisor on Pr(ay).
Finally applying Riemann-Roch and using again flatness of the
schemes

where d

over

=

S

we

get

rank(Ker ÀDs).

8.10: After the above preparations we
groups. For every point so e S we consider

now
as

turn to the Chow

before the

diagram

and the Abel-Jacobi map

By composition

LEMMA 8.11 :

PROOF: The

we

get

cPso . jso is onto. 10

proof is typical for

Step 1: According

to

many

3.17, resp. 3.13,

10 For the type XÉ it may be necessary

priori - only valid

for

a

proofs in §8.

A 2(XsJ

to shrink S

sufficiently général xt

is

weakly-represent-

again,

because 3.17 is-à
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A 2(X ===: A with A

abelian variety. Moreover (see 3.6) r#s
is a weak-morphism. Therefore Im(cf&#x3E;sJ, and also lm(4&#x3E;,,, - id, is an
abelian subvariety of A. In order to prove surjectivity it suffices
therefore to prove surjectivity for the torsion points. Hence by 4.7,
resp. 4.6, it suffices to work with cohomology and to prove surjectivity
there, using moreover a suitable prime number 1.
Step II: (Tjurin): For cohomology it is true for the geometric
generic fibre Xs (which is in char. 0!); see 6.13.
Step III: Consider the corresponding maps for cohomology.

able; let

an

important to keep track of the twisting). Both RIp*ZI1" and
are locally constant (SGA 4, XV, 2.1 and XVI, 2.1;
smoothness of Tr and pare used here). It follows that also (oIS) and
0 are locally constant (SGA 4, IX, 2.1). The surjectivity of the
composite map
(it is

not

R’ir*Z/1’

follows then from the
fibre (Step II).
LEMMA 8.12: The

A’(Xd

corresponding fact for the geometric generic

following diagram

is commutative :

is weakly-representable and Pso is a weak-morboth
sides, if necessary, to a sufficiently high power of
phism. Raising
char. k) we can assume that all are abelian varieties and
p (p
morphisms. It suflices now to see the commutativity on the points of
finite order; i.e. for cohomology with coefficients Z/I’Z for a suitable
1. For the generic point it follows from 6.13. For the point so we use
that cohomology is locally constant on S; hence: also commutativity
in so.
PROOF:
=
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8.13. Transpose of Abel-Jacobi map:
Consider again the diagram (29bi,) of 8.10 and consider the transpose of the Abel-Jacobi map

LEMMA 8.13: The

following diagram

PROOF:
Step I : Both sides

are

is commutative :

morphisms of Abelian varieties because

tcpso. CPso is clearly a morphism given by a correspon,dence on F(XsJ x
F(XsJ. Hence sufficient to check it for torsion points, i.e., for
cohomology.
Step II: OK for the generic points, see the proof of 7.12.
Step III: OK for "special" So E S because for the corresponding
diagram for cohomology we use the fact that cohomology is locally
constant.

COROLLARY 8.14: Im(
PROOF: 8.11 + 8.13.

LEMMA 8.16: There exists a homomorphism
such that the following diagram is commutative
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Using the fact that A 2 (XsJ is weakly-representable and that
weak-morphism it follows from 8.12 that Ker(od:D
Ker(l - o,,do. However by 8.9 and 7.7 we have Ker(l- usJ =
Ker( 1- usJo, which proves 8.16.
PROOF:
CPso is a

PROPOSITION 8.17: The homomorphism
and 8.14) has the following properties :
it
i) is an isomorphism (for all K K :J k),
ii) it is regular (see 8.18),
iii) it is universal (see 8.18).

(’30bis)

=

DEFINITION 8.18: Let V be a smooth, projective variety and A an
abelian variety. An homomorphism k:A’(V)--&#x3E;A is called regular if
for every couple (W, Z), consisting of a smooth variety W and
Z E CH’(W x V), the composite map

morphism of algebraic varieties. Moreover a regular isomorphism
À :Ai(V)A is called universal if every regular homomorphism
g : A’(V) --,- B (B abelian variety) factors through (A, À), i.e., if (B, &#x3E;)
is such a couple then there exists a unique homomorphism of abelian
varieties fi : A - B such that li = ù - k:
is

a

8.19. PROOF oF 8.17i: For simplicity we work with k itself, but the
proof works for any K = K :) k. By 8.12, 8.14 and 8.16 we have the
followihg commutative diagram:
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For the

surjectivity of tpso we remark that since we know already the
weak-representability it sufhces to prove it for (almost all) torsion
points, hence for cohomology. There we know it for the geometric
generic fibre, see the beginning of the proof of (7.12) or (48). Now for
so it follows since the cohomology and the maps between it are locally
constant. Note also that 011 is surjective; this follows from the
commutative diagram (55) and the fact that 0,,) is surjective. For the
injectivity of tpso we remark that since A2(XsJ is weakly-representable, it follows that multiplication by q has a kernel consisting of q 2m
elements if m is the dimension of the corresponding abelian variety.
By 8.15 we have also Pso. tpso = - q. Now using the commutativity of
diagram (56) and counting the number of elements in the kernels we
see that 01 - tpSo is injective. Hence both tpso and 011 are isomorphisms.

8.20. PROOF oF 8.17ii: In order to prove that ’0,,, is regular we
consider a couple (W, Z) with Z E CH2(W X XsJ. We have to show
that tpso . Z* is a morphism. Now take the composite tP(XsJ . Z in the
sense of correspondences on WXX,,,XF(Xd, then tP(XsJ. Z E
CHI(W x F(XsJ) and corresponds with the map tpso. Z*: W
J(F(X,d) and in view of the properties of the Jacobians of curves this
is a morphism. Since its image clearly is in Pr(usJ, by 8.15, this
completes the proof.

8.21. PROOF oF 8.17iii: Let (B, p) be an abelian variety B and a
regular map p: A 2 (XsJ B. It is clear that there is a settheoreticalhomomorphism p as indicated:

If ç E Pr(usJ is a generic point and if TI = p(ç) = p(ç)
lentifying the sets), then k( TI) C k(e).
Now consider the f ollowing commutative diagram (using 8.15)

To prove:
’
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Define li p - cf&#x3E;so’ then i£ :A’(F(Xd) ---&#x3E; B is regular. For: if (W, Z) is
a couple with Z E CHI(W x F(XSJ) then li - Z*
p - 0 - Z* gives a
the
from
comes
correspondence
morphism, because 0 - Z*
P(XsJ . Z E CH2(W X XsJ. By the universal property of the Jacobians
of curves we get that 1£ is a morphism. Now take el E Pr(ud such
that q . el e. Then (using 8.13) we get ..t(Ç) = q, hence k(71) C k(§i).
Hence (since char(k)tq):
=

=

=

8.22. The polarization:
Let TI(Pr(o,,d) be the Tate group of the

generalized Prym.

We have

isomorphisms

because we have this in the geometric generic fibre (see 7.12 beginning and (48)); hence using local constantness of cohomology and
maps of cohomology we get that also in so. This image corresponds
clearly with the Pr(uso)-part of the Jacobian and hence we get

PROPOSITION 8.23: The polarization
using (57), with the cupproduct on

3so

on

Pr(usJ corresponds,
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denotes the Riemann

form

on

T,(Pr(usJ) belonging to 5so,

then

we

have

PROOF: Write X instead of Xso’ etc. Let a, f3 E H3(X, QI); to make
things more explicite write a’ = tcf&#x3E;(a), 0’=’O(B) for the corresponding elements (by (57)) in Ti(Pr(u)) 0 QI; finally let à E HI(F(X), Qi)
be such that a’ _ (1- u)(à). Consider the following commutative

diagram

Then

we

have:

Using the local constantness of cohomology we can apply now the
lemma of Tjurin (see 6.15) to the special fibres X = Xso; this gives

Hence

8.24.

Summarizing

,

we

which proves the

proposition.

have obtained:

THEOREM 8.24: Let the assumptions be as in 8.1 and 8.2. For so E S
introduce the generalized Prym variety (Pr(usJ, SsJ as polarized abelian variety (see 8.6, 8.7 and 8.9). After shrinking, if necessary, to a
non-empty open set U of S we have for so E U that the transpose of
the Abel-Jacobi map (see 8.13)
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is a regular, universal isomorphism (in the sense of 8.18) for the group
of cycle-classes A 2(Xso). Moreover, by this isomorphism the principal
polarization Esoof Pr(uso) corresponds (in the sense of 8.23) with the
cupproduct on H3(Xso’ Qi).
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